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Some early art for both the WOLF CREEK sequel and Joe Dante’s upcoming MONSTER
LOVE have surfaced.

Debuting at the official HQ of Darclight films and caught by a couple of the genre sites, the
two posters are accompanied by larger synopses of both McLean and Dante’s pictures. Both
are currently in pre-production.

Per WOLF CREEK 2’s official synopsis: "Lured by the promise of an authentic Australian
holiday, backpackers RUTGER, KATARINA and PAUL visit the notorious Wolf Creek crater.
Their dream Outback adventure soon becomes a horrific reality when they encounter the site's
most infamous local, the last man any traveler to the vast and isolated region ever wants to
meet; Mick Taylor (John Jarratt).

As the backpackers flee, Mick pursues them on an epic, white knuckled rampage across hostile
wasteland. Only one will remain to be dragged back to his lair to witness the true magnitude of
his monstrosity. And if the last man standing is to have any hope of surviving where no one has
survived before, he'll have to use every ounce of cunning to outwit the man behind the
monster, and become every bit as ruthless as the monster inside the man."
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Per MONSTER LOVE’s: "A werewolf and a vampire fall in love, igniting a war between their
respective communities. It’s ROMEO AND JULIET with fangs.

After PETE, a young dogwalker, gets dumped by his girlfriend, his slacker buddies convince
him to run naked through the city park. As the moon rises, the boys laugh, howl, and
transform...Later, a distraught young woman named MAGGIE is contemplating suicide when
she’s surprised by an enormous wolf. She snarls, baring her vampire fangs. The wolf grins and
barks: Let’s play!

After a fierce, exhilarating chase through the park, Maggie falls asleep with the wolf -- and
awakens in a naked young man’s arms. It’s Pete. And love at first sight.

Pete’s werewolf pals and Maggie’s upper-crust vampire clan are furious. And when some
mangled bodies are discovered in the woods, Pete and Maggie must fight for their lives while
grappling with the awful consequences of loving a monster."

For more on both films, check out what Dante told FANGORIA about MONSTER LOVE and
what McLean
had to say on
WOLF CREEK 2.
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